Abstract. Logic programs augmented with delay declarations form a higly expressive programming language in which dynamic networks of processes that communicate asynchronously by means of multiparty channels can be easily created. In this paper we study correctness these programs. In particular, we propose proof methods allowing us to deal with occur check freedom, absence of deadlock, absence of errors in presence of arithmetic relations, and termination. These methods turn out to be simple modi cations of the corresponding methods dealing with Prolog programs. This allows us to derive correct delay declarations by analyzing Prolog programs. Finally, we point out di culties concerning proofs of termination.
Introduction
In Kowalski Kow79] the slogan \Algorithm = Logic + Control" was coined. This paper suggested logic programming as a formalism for a systematic development of algorithms. The idea was to endow a logic program with a control mechanism to obtain an executable program. Prolog is a realization of this idea where the control consists of the leftmost selection rule combined with the depth-rst search in the resulting search tree.
But this idea of a control is in many cases overly restrictive. As an extreme example consider a theorem prover written in Prolog. A proof rule A 1 ; : : :; A n B naturally translates into a Prolog clause prove(B)
prove(A 1 ); : : :; prove(A n ) according to which the premises A 1 ; : : :; A n have to be proved in the abovementioned order. In contrast, in the underlying logic the order in which the premises are to be proved is usually arbitrary.
In general, however, some order between the actions of a logic program is necessary. As an example consider the QUICKSORT program:
DELAY qs(X, ) UNTIL nonvar(X). DELAY part( , Y, , ) UNTIL nonvar(Y). DELAY app(X, , ) UNTIL nonvar(X).

DELAY X > Y UNTIL ground(X)^ground(Y).
DELAY X Y UNTIL ground(X)^ground(Y).
The behaviour of the resulting program is highly non-trivial, since during its executions dynamic networks of asynchronously communicating processes are created.
Delay declarations form a powerful control mechanism. In general, we can identify three natural uses of them:
{ to enforce termination, { to prevent absence of errors in presence of arithmetic operations, { to impose a synchronization between various actions of the program; this makes it possible to model parallel executions.
In this paper we illustrate each of these uses of delay declarations and provide formal means of justifying them. More speci cally, we study here various correctness aspects of logic programs in presence of delay declarations, visibly occur check freedom, absence of deadlock, absence of errors in presence of arithmetic operations, and termination. In each case we propose a simple method which can be readily applied to several well-known programs.
These results imply that for the query qs(s, Ys), where s is a list of integers, QUICKSORT augmented by the above delay declarations is occur-check free and deadlock free. Moreover, no errors due to the presence of arithmetic operations arise and under some additional assumptions all derivations terminate.
Interestingly, the suggested proof methods turn out to be simple modi cations of the corresponding methods dealing with Prolog programs. So the transition from Prolog to programs with delay declarations is quite natural, even though the latter ones permit more execution sequences and more complex \in-termediate situations". This observation is further substantiated by showing how \correct" delay declarations can be derived by analyzing Prolog programs so that the given Prolog program can be executed in a more exible way.
Preliminaries
In what follows we use the standard notation of Lloyd Llo87] and Apt Apt90], though we work here with queries, that is sequences of atoms, instead of goals, that is constructs of the form Q, where Q is a query. In particular, given a syntactic construct E (so for example, a term, an atom or a set of term equations) we denote by Var(E) the set of the variables appearing in E. Recall that an mgu of a set of term equations E is called relevant if Var( ) Var(E).
The following lemma (see e.g. Apt and Pellegrini AP94]) will be needed in Section 6.
Lemma1 (Iteration). Let E 1 ; E 2 be two sets of term equations. Suppose that 1 is a relevant mgu of E 1 and 2 is a relevant mgu of E 2 1 . Then 1 2 is a relevant mgu of E 1 E 2 . Moreover, if E 1 E 2 is uni able then a relevant mgu 1 of E 1 exists, and for any mgu 1 of E 1 a relevant mgu 2 of E 2 1 exists, as well. 
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Intuitively, in presence of delay declarations only atoms which satisfy their delay declarations can be selected. So in presence of delay declarations we allow only those selection rules which generate SLD-derivations respecting the delay declarations. Note that in presence of delay declarations a query can be generated in which no atom can be selected because none of them satis es its delay declaration. We view such a fragment of an SLD-derivation as a nite SLD-derivation.
In what follows we shall study correctness of logic programs augmented with the delay declarations. To show the usefulness of the obtained results and to see their limitations, we shall analyze in this paper three example programs: QUICKSORT from the introduction, and the following two.
The augmented by the APPEND program. together with the following the delay declaration:
DELAY app( , , Z) UNTIL nonvar(Z).
Occur-check Freedom
In most Prolog implementations for the e ciency reasons so-called occur-check is omitted from the uni cation algorithm. It is well-known that this omission can lead to incorrect results. The resulting di culties are usually called the occur-check problem. They have motivated a study of conditions under which the occur-check can be safely omitted. In this section we study this problem for logic programs augmented with delay declarations. To this end we recall the relevant de nitions. We follow here Apt 
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We write m p in a more suggestive form p(m p (1); : : :; m p (n)). For example, member(-,+) denotes a binary relation member with the rst position moded as output and the second position moded as input.
The de nition of moding assumes one mode per relation in a program. Multiple modes may be obtained by simply renaming the relations. In this paper we adopt the following Assumption Every considered relation has a xed mode associated with it. This assumption will allow us to talk about input positions and output positions of an atom. To simplify the notation, when writing an atom as p(u; v), we now assume that u is a sequence of terms lling in the input positions of p and that v is a sequence of terms lling in the output positions of p.
De nition 10.
{ A query p 1 (s 1 ; t 1 ); : : :; p n (s n ; t n ) is called nicely moded if t 1 ; : : : ; t n is a 2 Intuitively, the concept of being nicely moded prevents a \speculative binding" of the variables which occur in output positions | these variables are required to be \fresh". Note that a query with only one atom is nicely moded i it is output linear and input-output disjoint.
The following lemma is crucial. It shows persistence of the notion of nice modedness in presence of a natural assumption.
Lemma11 (Nice modedness). Every SLD-resolvent of a nicely moded query
and a nicely moded clause with an input-linear head, that is variable-disjoint with it, is nicely moded.
Proof. The proof is quite long and can be found in Luitjes This corollary brings us to the following conclusion.
Theorem13 (Occur-check Freedom 2). Let P and Q be nicely moded. Suppose that { the head of every clause of P is input linear.
Then all SLD-derivations of P fQg are occur-check free.
Proof. By the Nice modedness Corollary 12 all queries in all SLD-derivations of P fQg are nicely moded. But every atom of a nicely moded query is inputoutput disjoint and output linear. So the claim follows by Lemma 7.
This result shows that for nicely moded programs and queries occur-check freedom can be ensured inpendendently of the selection rule, so without taking into account the delay declarations. In Chadha and Plaisted CP94] and Apt and Pellegrini AP94] it was shown that the QUICKSORT program with the moding qs(+,-), partition(+,+,-,-), app(+,+,-), +>+, + + satis es the condition of the above theorem, so this result applies to any query of the form qs(s, Ys), where s is a list of integers.
To apply the above result to the IN ORDER program consider the following moding: in order(+,-), app(+,+,-). It is straightforward to check that then IN ORDER is nicely moded and the head of every clause of IN ORDER is input linear.. So by the Occur-check Freedom 2 Theorem 13 we conclude that for any term t and a variable Ys that does not occur in t, all SLD-derivations of IN ORDER fin order(t; Ys)g are occur-check free.
Finally, to deal with the SEQUENCE program take the following moding: sublist(-,+), sequence(+), question(+), app(-,-,+). Thanks to the use of anonymous variables it is easy to check that SEQUENCE is then indeed nicely moded and that the heads of all clauses are input linear. So by the Occur-check Freedom 2 Theorem 13 all SLD-derivations of SEQUENCE fquestion(Ss)g are occur-check free.
Absence of Deadlock
In presence of delay declarations a query can be generated in which no atom can be selected, because none of them satis es its delay declaration. Then the computation cannot proceed. Such a situation is obviously undesirable. We call it a deadlock and study here means to avoid it. Let us begin with a formal de nition.
De nition 14. An SLD-derivation ounders if it contains a query no atom of which satis es its delay declaration. We say that P fQg deadlocks if an SLDderivation of P fQg which respects the delay declarations ounders.
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We now propose syntactic conditions which allow us to prove absence of deadlock. The main tool is the notion of a well-moded program and query. Let us recall the de nition (see e.g. Dembinski 
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The following lemma shows the persistence of the notion of well-modedness. It strengthens the version given in Apt and Pellegrini AP94] to arbitrary SLDresolvents.
Lemma16 (Well-modedness). Every SLD-resolvent of a well-moded query and a well-moded clause, that is variable-disjoint with it, is well-moded.
Proof. An Corollary 17 (Well-modedness). Let P and Q be well-moded. Then all queries in all SLD-derivations of P fQg are well-moded. 2
The following de nition provides a link between the delay declarations and moding.
De nition 18. We say that the delay declarations are implied by the moding if every atom which is ground in its input positions satis es its delay declaration.
We can now state and prove the desired result.
Theorem19 (Absence of Deadlock 1). Let P and Q be well-moded. Suppose that the delay declarations are implied by the moding. Then P fQg does not deadlock.
Proof. By the Well-modedness Corollary 17 all queries in all SLD-derivations of P fQg are well-moded. But the rst atom of a well-moded query is ground in its input positions. Hence, by the assumption, in every SLD-derivation of P fQg the rst atom of every query satis es its delay declaration. Consequently, no SLD-derivation of P fQg ounders. 2
Intuitively, the above result states that under the abovementioned conditions, at every stage of a computation the rst atom can always be selected.
The above result can be applied to the QUICKSORT program. Indeed, with the moding considered in Section 3 QUICKSORT is easily seen to be well-moded, the query qs(s, Ys), where s is a list of integers, is well-moded and the delay declarations considered in the introduction are clearly implied by this moding. In fact, the same reasoning applies when the original delay declarations are strengthened by replacing everywhere \nonvar" by \ground".
The Absence of Deadlock 1 Theorem 19 can also be used for the IN ORDER program. Indeed, in the moding considered in the previous section IN ORDER is clearly well-moded. So the above theorem is applicable to any query of the form in order(t, Ys), where t is a ground term. However, no conclusion can be drawn if t is not ground. Below we shall see how to draw such stronger conclusions.
Finally, the above theorem cannot be applied to the program SEQUENCE. Indeed, it is easy to see that no moding exists for which both SEQUENCE and the query question(Ss) are well-moded. So the above theorem cannot be applied to the SEQUENCE program no matter what delay declarations are used.
Well-typed Queries and Programs
To overcome these di culties we generalize the above approach by using the notion of a type. The presentation below of well-typed queries and programs is taken from Apt and Etalle AE93]. We begin by adopting the following general de nition.
De nition 20. A type is an non-empty set of terms closed under substitution.
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We now x a speci c set of types, denoted by Types, which includes: U | the set of all terms, List | the set of lists, Gae | the set of of all ground arithmetic expressions (gae's, in short), ListGae | the set of lists of gae's. Tree | the set of binary trees, de ned inductively as follows: void is a tree and if s, t are trees, then for any term u, tree(u,s,t) is a tree.
Of Note that a query with only one atom is well-typed i this atom is correctly typed in its input positions. The following lemma shows persistence of the notion of well-typedness. It strenghtens a result mentioned in Bronsard, Lakshman and Reddy BLR92] to arbitrary SLD-resolvents.
Lemma23 (Well-typedness). Every SLD-resolvent of a well-typed query and a well-typed clause, that is variable-disjoint with it, is well-typed.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of the Well-modedness Lemma 16 and is omitted.
Corollary 24 (Well-typedness). Let P and Q be well-typed. Then all queries in all SLD-derivations of P fQg are well-typed. 2
Finally, we link the delay declarations with types.
De nition 25. We say that the delay declarations are implied by the typing if every atom which is correctly typed in its input positions satis es its delay declaration.
Theorem26 (Absence of Deadlock 2). Let Again, it is easy to see that SEQUENCE and the query question(Ss) are then well-typed and that the delay declaration is implied by the typing. It is worthwhile to note that if we change in this declaration \nonvar" to \ground", then SEQUENCE fquestion(Ss)g does deadlock.
Absence of Errors
One of the natural uses of the delay declarations is to prevent run time errors in presence of arithmetic relations. This is for example the idea behind the delay declarations DELAY X > Y UNTIL ground(X)^ground(Y).
DELAY X Y UNTIL ground(X)^ground(Y).
used in the introduction which ensure that both relations are called only with ground arguments. Now, to prove absence of errors a stronger property is needed, namely that the arguments of these relations are ground arithmetic expressions. However, the syntax of the delay declarations does not allow us to express this stronger information. The aim of this section is to provide means to deduce this stronger property and thus to prove absence of errors in presence of arithmetic relations. To this end we shall use the notions of a well-typed query and a well-typed program introduced in the previous section.
The following simple observation provides us with some means to prove that if an atom is ground in its input positions, then it is correctly typed in its input positions.
Lemma27. Suppose that A; B; C is a well-typed query such that { B is ground in its input positions, { for some substitution , A is correctly typed in its output positions.
Then B is correctly typed in its input positions.
Proof. Let Lemma29. Let A be a typed query which is simply moded. Then for some substitution , A is correctly typed in its output positions. Proof. By However, a simple additional condition does ensure persistence. Namely, we have the following lemma.
Lemma30 (Simple modedness). Every SLD-resolvent of a simply moded query and a simply moded clause, that is variable-disjoint with it, is simply moded, when the input part of selected atom is an instance of the input part of the head of the clause.
Proof. Omitted.
2
Corollary 31 (Simple modedness). Let P and Q be simply moded. Consider an SLD-derivation of P fQg such that the input part of each selected atom is an instance of the input part of the head of the used clause. Then all queries in are simply moded.
To use this result we now link the delay declarations with matching.
De nition 32. We say that the delay declarations imply matching if for every atom p(u; v) which satis es its delay declaration and for every head p(u 0 ; v 0 ) of a clause if p(u; v) and p(u 0 ; v 0 ) unify, then u is an instance of u 0 .
In particular, if the delay declarations imply the moding, then they imply matching, but not conversely. This brings us to the following conclusion.
Theorem33 (Correct Typing). Suppose that { P and Q are well-typed and simply moded, { the delay declarations imply matching.
Then in all SLD-derivations of P fQg which respect the delay declarations every selected atom which is ground in its input positions is correctly typed in its input positions.
Proof. It is a direct consequence of the Lemmata 27, 29, the Well-typedness 
Termination
Finally, we study termination of logic programs with delay declarations. The key idea in our approach is the restriction to a speci c class of SLD-derivations.
Termination via Determinacy
De nition 34. We say that an SLD-derivation is determinate if every selected atom uni es with a variant of at most one clause head, that is, every selected atom can be resolved using at most one clause.
2
The following simple observation, which is of independent interest, forms the basis of our approach. Lemma35 . Suppose that { an SLD-derivation of P fQg is successful.
Then all determinate SLD-derivations of P fQg are successful, hence nite.
Proof. Consider a determinate SLD-derivation of P fQg. is a branch in an SLD-tree T for P fQg. By the strong completeness of the SLD-resolution T is successful and since is determinate, T has just one branch, namely . So is successful, and a fortiori nite.
To use this result, we link the delay declarations with the notion of determinacy.
atom which satis es its delay declaration uni es with a variant of at most one clause head.
This brings us to the following result.
Theorem37 (Termination 1). Suppose that
{ an SLD-derivation of P fQg is successful, { the delay declarations imply determinacy.
Then all SLD-derivations of P fQg which respect the delay declarations are successful, hence nite.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 35, because if the delay declarations imply determinacy, then every SLD-derivation which respects these delay declarations is determinate.
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Let us see now how to apply this result to the IN ORDER program. Using the approach of Apt Apt93] it is straightforward to prove that for a tree t, IN ORDER fin order(t; Ys)g satis es the rst condition of the above theorem.
Also, the assumed delay declarations clearly imply determinacy. We conclude that all SLD-derivations of IN ORDER fin order(t; Ys)g which respect the delay declarations are nite.
However, the above theorem cannot be directly applied to the QUICKSORT program because the delay declarations from the introduction do not imply determinacy in the case of the part relation. On the other hand, it is possible to adjust these delay declarations and slightly modify the execution of the program so that for the query qs(s, Ys), where s is a list of integers, termination can be established.
Namely, consider the following alternative set of delay declarations for the part relation, given in Naish Nai88]:
DELAY part( , ], , ) UNTIL true.
DELAY part(X, Y | ], , ) UNTIL ground(X)^ground(Y).
We now say that an atom satis es a set of delay declarations if it satis es at least one of them. The idea behind these new delay declarations is to enforce that the arguments of the arithmetic atoms X > Y and X Y are ground once they are introduced through the selection of a part-atom. Note that now the delay declarations for the arithmetic relations become super uous in the sense that they are always satis ed.
Also, observe that for this new set of delay declarations absence of deadlock is now ensured by the Absence of Deadlock 2 Theorem 26 and not anymore by the Absence of Deadlock 1 Theorem 19. Indeed, these new delay declarations are clearly implied by the typing given in Section 5 but are not any longer implied by the moding given in Section 3, as not all ground terms are of the form y|ys].
Further, note that this new set of delay declarations still implies matching. So the proof of the absence of errors in all SLD-derivations of QUICKSORT fqs(s; X)g respecting the delay declarations and given in the previous section remains valid.
However, the determinacy is still not ensured. To deal with this problem we now modify the execution of the programs by viewing the arithmetic atoms as guards in the sense of e.g. Shapiro Sha89].
Termination for Guarded Programs
By treating atoms as guards we mean the following generalization of the SLDresolution, which we call the SLDG-resolution. By a guarded clause we refer to a construct of the form H G j B, where H is an atom and G and B are sequences of atoms. A guarded program is a set of guarded clauses. If G is empty, then we drop the vertical bar \j". The atoms in G are called guards. Note that we do not insist that a guarded program is a nite set of clauses. The reason is that we wish to have the possibility of de ning the relations used in the guards by a possibly in nite set of ground facts. It is clear how to extend the notions of well-modedness etc. to guarded programs.
We now view QUICKSORT as a guarded program by rewriting the last two clauses de ning the part relation as follows: We call the resulting program QUICKSORT-G. We assume that both in QUICKSORT and in QUICKSORT-G the arithmetic relations are de ned by the in nite set of ground facts.
Consider now a query A; B; C and a variable disjoint with it guarded clause H G j B. We say that B guardedly uni es with H if for some mgu of B and H the query G is ground and succeeds. We call then (A; B; C) an SLDGresolvent of A; B; C and H G j B. So, intuitively, the test that the guards are ground and succeed forms now a part of the uni cation process. If G is empty, then the SLDG-resolvents coincide with the SLD-resolvents. So SLDG-resolution is indeed a generalization of the SLD-resolution. It is now clear how to de ne the SLDG-derivations and the SDLG-trees.
Given a guarded program, we now say that the delay declarations imply determinacy if every atom which satis es its set of delay declarations guardedly uni es with a variant of at most one guarded clause head.
Note that the new set of delay declarations implies determinacy for the guarded program QUICKSORT-G because in the case of the part relation for any two ground terms s,t at most one of the queries s > t and s t succeeds.
The remaining delay declarations imply determinacy because if a non-variable term uni es with X | Xs], then it is does not unify with ].
De nition 38. We say that a guarded program is regular if { every relation used in the guards is de ned by a set of ground facts, { for every other relation symbol p either in all clauses de ning p all guards are empty, or for some sequence of terms s and a set of variables V Var(s), every guarded clause de ning p is of the form p(s; t) G j B for some t, G, B, such that Var(G) = V .
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Note that QUICKSORT-G is regular. In fact, we observed that most of the programs that use arithmetic comparison relations are regular when viewed as guarded programs.
The following theorem explains our approach to the proofs of termination for guarded programs. It is a modi cation of the Termination 1 Theorem 37.
Theorem39 (Termination 2). Suppose that { P is a regular guarded program, { P and Q are simply moded, { the delay declarations imply determinacy and matching, { an SLDG-derivation of P fQg is successful.
Then all SLDG-derivations of P fQg which respect the delay declarations are successful, hence nite.
Let us return now to QUICKSORT-G. In the previous sections we already checked before that QUICKSORT-G with the query qs(s, Ys), where s is a list of integers, satis es the rst three condtions of the above theorem. Now, using the approach of Apt Apt93] it is easy to show that QUICKSORT-G fqs(s; Ys)g satis es the last condition. We conclude by the Termination 2 Theorem 39 that all SLDG-derivations of QUICKSORT fqs(s; Ys)g which respect the modi ed delay declarations are nite.
It is worthwhile to point out that the SLDG-resolution is very meaningful from the operational point of view. In the case of QUICKSORT-G it prevents a choice of a \wrong" alternative in the de nition of the part relation and consequently, obviates a backtracking.
Finally, note that we cannot apply either the Termination 1 Theorem 37 or the Termination 2 Theorem 39 to the SEQUENCE program, because the delay declaration DELAY app( , , Z) UNTIL nonvar (Z) does not imply determinacy. Currently we are working on techniques allowing us to deal with termination in absence of determinacy.
The above two theorems are applicable only to the queries which have successful SLD-derivations. At this moment we know how to deal with termination for arbitrary queries at the cost of restricting attention to fair SLD-derivations. Recall that an SLD-derivation is fair if it is nite or if every atom occurring in it is eventually selected (after some possible instantiations).
Below, by an LD-derivation we mean an SLD-derivation via the leftmost selection rule. So LD-derivations are SLD-derivations generated by the Prolog selection rule. In the literature a lot of attention has been devoted to the study of termination with respect to the Prolog selection rule (see for example the survey article of De Schreye and Decorte SD94]). This work can be use to deal with termination in presence of delay declarations. Namely, we have the following result.
Theorem40 (Termination 3). Suppose that
{ all LD-derivations of P fQg are nite.
Then all fair SLD-derivations of P fQg are nite.
Proof. Case 1 u is a variable.
(iii) Suppose that an in nite SLD-derivation of APPEND fapp(s; t; u)g exists that respects the delay declaration DELAY app(X, , Z) UNTIL nonvar(X) _ nonvar(Z).
Then either s or u is not a variable. Assume without loss of generality that s is not a variable. By (i) a descendant of app(s, t, u) in exists which is of the form app(Xs, t', u') for a variable Xs and some terms t' and u'. Since is in nite, u' is not a variable.
In the moding app(+,+,-) APPEND and the query app(s, t, u) are nicely moded and the head of every clause of APPEND is input linear. Thus by the Nice modedness Corollary 12 u' is linear and Xs and u' are variable disjoint.
By (ii) a descendant of app(Xs, t', u') in exists which is of the form app(s'', t'', Zs) for some terms s'' and t'' and a variable Zs. Moreover, in every descendant of app(Xs, t', u') in the rst argument of app remains a variable and consequently app(s'', t'', Zs) does not satisfy the delay declaration DELAY app(X, , Z) UNTIL nonvar(X) _ nonvar(Z). A contradiction. 2
This isolated result shows how elaborate arguments are sometimes needed to prove simple termination results in presence of delay declarations. In this connection let us mention a related work of Naish Nai86] and L uttringhausKappel LK93] who automatically generate delay declarations which ensure that a given program terminates with respect to a selection rule according to which the leftmost non-delayed atom is selected.
Conclusions
In this paper we dealt with the correctness of logic programs augmented by the delay declarations. To this end we strengthened and adapted methods that were originally developed for the study of Prolog programs.
Interestingly, we can reverse the situation and derive the appropriate delay declarations by analyzing the Prolog programs. Consider for example the QUICKSORT program with the query qs(s, Ys), where s is a list of integers. Once we have shown in Section 4 that it is well-moded with the moding qs(+,-), partition(+,+,-,-), app(+,+,-), +>+, + + we can augment it by arbitrary delay declarations which are implied by this moding and conclude by virtue of the Absence of Deadlock 1 Theorem 19 that for the query in question no deadlock arises.
Once we have shown in Section 4 that it is well-typed and simply moded with the typing We conclude by noticing that the \stronger" the delay declarations are the bigger the chance that a deadlock arises, but the smaller the chance that divergence can result. So deadlock freedom and termination seem to form two boundaries within which lie the \correct" delay declarations.
